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QUESTION 1

Charlie is an IT security consultant that owns his own business in Denver. Charlie has recently been hired by Fleishman
Robotics, a mechanical engineering company also in Denver. After signing service level agreements and other contract
papers, Charlie asks to look over the current company security policies. Based on these policies, Charlie compares the
policies against what is actually in place to secure the company\\'s network. From this information, Charlie is able to
produce a report to give to company executives showing which areas the company is lacking in. This report then
becomes the basis for all of Charlie\\'s remaining tests. 

What type of initial analysis has Charlie performed to show the company which areas it needs improvements in? 

A. Charlie has performed a BREACH analysis; showing the company where its weak points are 

B. This analysis would be considered a vulnerability analysis 

C. This type of analysis is called GAP analysis 

D. This initial analysis performed by Charlie is called an Executive Summary 

Correct Answer: C 

In business and economics, gap analysis is a tool that helps a company to compare its actual performance with its
potential performance. 

At its core are two questions: "Where are we?" and "Where do we want to be?". 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gap_analysis 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is the Novell Netware Packet signature level used to sign all packets ? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: D 

Level 0 is no signature, Level 3 is communication using signature only. 

 

QUESTION 3

Peter extracts the SID list from Windows 2008 Server machine using the hacking tool "SIDExtracter". Here is the output
of the SIDs: 
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From the above list identify the user account with System Administrator privileges? 

A. John 

B. Rebecca 

C. Sheela 

D. Shawn 

E. Somia 

F. Chang 

G. Micah 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following act in the united states specifically criminalizes the transmission of unsolicited commercial e-
mail(SPAM) without an existing business relationship. 

A. 2004 CANSPAM Act 

B. 2003 SPAM Preventing Act 

C. 2005 US-SPAM 1030 Act 

D. 1990 Computer Misuse Act 

Correct Answer: A 

The CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act) establishes
requirements for those who send commercial email, spells out penalties for spammers and companies whose products
are advertised in spam if they violate the law, and gives consumers the right to ask emailers to stop spamming them.
The law, which became effective January 1, 2004, covers email whose primary purpose is advertising or promoting a
commercial product or service, including content on a Web site. A "transactional or relationship message" email that
facilitates an agreed-upon transaction or updates a customer in an existing business relationship may not contain false
or misleading routing information, but otherwise is exempt from most provisions of the CAN-SPAM Act. 

 

QUESTION 5

Study the following exploit code taken from a Linux machine and answer the questions below: 
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echo "ingreslock stream tcp nowait root /bin/sh sh I" > /tmp/x; /usr/sbin/inetd s /tmp/x; sleep 10; /bin/ rm f /tmp/x
AAAA...AAA 

In the above exploit code, the command "/bin/sh sh I" is given. 

What is the purpose, and why is `sh\\' shown twice? 

A. The command /bin/sh sh i appearing in the exploit code is actually part of an inetd configuration file. 

B. The length of such a buffer overflow exploit makes it prohibitive for user to enter manually.The second `sh\\'
automates this function. 

C. It checks for the presence of a codeword (setting the environment variable) among the environment variables. 

D. It is a giveaway by the attacker that he is a script kiddy. 

Correct Answer: A 

What\\'s going on in the above question is the attacker is trying to write to the unix filed /tm/x (his inetd.conf replacement
config) -- he is attempting to add a service called ingresslock (which doesnt exist), which is "apparently" suppose to
spawn a shell the given port specified by /etc/services for the service "ingresslock", ingresslock is a non-existant
service, and if an attempt were made to respawn inetd, the service would error out on that line. (he would have to add
the service to / etc/services to suppress the error). Now the question is asking about /bin/sh sh -i which produces an
error that should read "sh: /bin/sh: cannot execute binary file", the -i option places the shell in interactive mode and
cannot be used to respawn itself. 
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